50 Ideas For Using TurningPoint
Audience Response
12. Response systems can motivate learners
and involve them in their individualized
assessment process/self-reflection.
1. Save a tree: TurningPoint offers trainers a
paperless assessment/feedback system!
2. Provide anonymity for shy participants or
polling on sensitive topics.
3. TurningPoint allows for ALL participants
to answer ALL questions ALL the time.
4. Administrators can poll the entire staff for
data driven decisions.
5. Engage digital natives or millennial
learners by enhancing presentations with
technology.
6. Pre and post testing to have instant results
and efficiently provide differentiated
instruction.
7. Insert a discussion slide after a Turning
Point question and encourage peer 		
review and instruction.
8. Use the Image Slide feature to quiz
learners on images from a diagram, 		
manual, or technical drawing.
9. Insert a blank slide after a TurningPoint
question slide and place feedback text on
the slide.
10. Track the success of programs, products,
initiatives etc. using clickers to gather data
on the control and test group.
11. Manage your kit’s Device IDs by adding a
jump drive with an Excel spreadsheet of
the Device IDs.

13. To involve participants, customers, or
community groups, conduct satisfaction
surveys.
14. Add group demographics or
subcategories to your participant lists to
track group achievement levels.
15. ResponseCard AnyWhere receivers are
ideal for mobile presenters or “in the
field” opportunities. They do not require a
computer or projector.
16. Involve multiple locations simultaneously
in classroom polling using web-based
ResponseWare.
17. TurningPoint is ideal to promote the
concept of “Assessment FOR Learning.”
18. Increase participant achievement by
consistent review of data with Turning
Reports.
19. Use TurningPoint conditional branching
to create a presentation that dynamically
displayscontent based on learner
performance.
20. Create healthy competition by using Team
and Participant Leader Board functions.
21. Conduct research experiments and
instantly view stats: mean, median,
standard deviation, variance.
22. Use any existing material and verbal
questioning using TurningPoint AnyWhere.

27. Promote ongoing team competitions and
post the team leader board once a week.
23. Use the TurningPoint word scramble
feature for vocabulary words and review
definitions.
24. Use the TurningPoint comparative slides
feature to prompt discussions.
25. For questions that require extra
processing time, place the question on
a regular PowerPoint slide prior to the
TurningPoint question slide as a “think
slide.”
26. Use the clickers at staff or committee
meetings to help find volunteers or seek
opinions.
27. Promote ongoing team competitions and
post the team leader board once a week.
28. Use “Moment to Moment” slides to
monitor for understanding.
29. Set priorities for group projects with the
Ranking Wizard.
30. TurningPoint is ideal for end of session or
topic checks for understanding.
31. Allow learners to add questions relevant
to their learning needs to existing
PowerPoint presentations.
32. Have teams create question slides.
Combine all question slides for a team
competition.
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33. Capture images with a document camera
and use them to create image slides.
34. Use fill-in-the-blank questions and 		
ResponseCard NXT keypads to have
learners submit unclear terms/topics.
35. Read a current event and use TurningPoint
AnyWhere to question validity and bias.
36. Use TurningPoint AnyWhere for “agile
instruction” by inserting questions during
an active session.
37. Practice Peer Instruction - Ask a question.
Allow for peer discussion. Then re-ask
the same question. Display results using
the TurningPoint Comparative Slide
function.
38. Facilitate a “Question Lesson.” Use only
TurningPoint question slides to drive
discussion/instruction.
39. For philosophical discussions or scenario
based questions, poll the participants,
allow for discussion, and then repeat poll.
40. Use the Attendance Reporting function in
TurningPoint as a backup system.
41. Merge several small/daily TurningPoint
assessment sessions. Use this combined
file to create a cumulative report or score.
42. Create a list of mixed correct and
incorrect statements. Allow the
participants to vote on which are correct
and which are incorrect.
43. Use a Fastest Responder slide to reward
the learner who answers the question
correctly the fastest.
44. Evaluate professional development
effectiveness immediately with surveys
following the session.
45. To assess FOR learning, offer “I do not
know” as a standard answer choice. This
will prevent learner from guessing and
provides a more accurate assessment
result.
46. Use for background knowledge probes
to survey knowledge, opinions, or
attitudes towards a topic.

47. Enhance professional development
using interactive polling to consistently
check understanding.

49. Include the use of TurningPoint
ResponseCards when writing a grant as
the method to collect data.

48. Use ResponseCard NXT with self paced
assessment to collect off site work
assignments.

50. Create a year-end/session survey to
determine the effectiveness of
instructional methods.

